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  This life killing predicament has been creeping into various portions of the planet during recent 
decades. That's a lack of water to sustain vibrant life. In this author’s time, it is popularly believed to 
be all man-made “Climate Change”. I don't believe this is all the case, because it has happened in our 
past before humanity was in great numbers or industrialized. Past flourishing civilizations like the 
Babylonian, Mesopotamian, Egyptian and Persian have come and gone mostly because of life giving 
water had moved elsewhere. These past civilizations of North Africa and the Middle East show 
geological remnants of sufficient water resources to once support a more sustainable life than today. 
Abundant life was possible in the American Southwest in the hey-day of its indigenous peoples. A 
prosperous community, much was based on farming that flourished because of available water from 
1000 B.C. to 1300 A.D., before a drying climate made this long standing settlement fail. These were 
the Archaic Mesa Verdeans inhabiting Mesa Verde in Southwest Colorado. I've researched and 
engaged with some “first peoples”(Chumash elders), listening to their stories when today's dry 
stream-beds once flowed in all months of the year with Steelhead fish. I've explored the wild 
outdoors and witnessed Nature's fingerprint of water resources. Sadly water has come & gone 
elsewhere. More of Nature's fingerprint of “Climate Change” has occurred numerous times thru 
history and isn't only shown by erosion and water worn remnants, but somewhat by various mineral 
deposits. Again Nature shows its fingerprint. 
 
  Some comments to hopefully lead more of humanity to be aware of the big picture, rather than 
mainstream media and its untruthful support cast of scientists, that all this “Climate Change” is 
human induced. There are numerous other factors to expose evidence otherwise. Such being the 
case, man still should create a more sustainable life and truly become stewards of what some call the 
“pale blue dot”. As theologians claim we are stewards, I concur that we should be that, conscious and 
compassionate to all life giving forces. Be AWARE and LOVE this planet like it is OUR child.  
 
  Anywhere on the Globe where petroleum deposits are being extracted or recently (i.e.: SoCal, Texas 
,Oklahoma & the Dakotas) reveals Natures remnants that that these areas once flourished with lush 
tropical vegetation. It took a large amount of organic material with PRESSURE and much time to 
create this “black gold” in its various forms; crude oil in underground pools (reservoirs) or trapped in 
rock formations. A significant amount of this exists, but requires a more extensive and responsible 
extraction. Fracking's present method of induced steam pressure & chemical aids can be 
environmental problematic without better evolving methodology. Some of this “black gold” is in the 
solid form of coal. Another form that hasn't always been valued and therefore captured is the gases 
above these deposits. The most captured of these is Natural Gas, but more types are of value like 
Propane, Butane, Argon and others. The point is our planet outside of man’s influence, changes as a 
result of cosmic and global physics, REAL scientist know this, but does the propagandized public?  
 
  Ask yourself how was the PRESSURE created for these petroleum products to form. It took massive 
weatherization and geological shifting to cover these deposits. Much of this weatherization was by 
“mass wasting” which primarily is by gravity, with the help of freezing & thawing and expansion & 
contraction thru  wetting and drying water cycle processes. Another form of evidence that significant 
amounts of water once existed in areas in that are now deserts. Observe and study the Earth’s 
surface fines to better understand the Nature of the past regional water history;(salts/minerals and 
clay/soils) to better understand regional water history. Another fingerprint of Nature that is closer to 
our lives time frame of reference, is the regional or even a sites vegetation evolution. 



  As an overview of what I'm implying, some of the World’s greatest oil rich areas are deserts in our 
time, were obviously wet tropical areas before our time. 
  I believe that a few selfish & arrogant people with the support of mislead scientists/engineers that 
have been experimenting/altering this planets natural weather, actively since the new millennia 
(2000). This corresponds to humans actively using frequency and computers becoming mainstream. 
This also requires using the Earth's ionosphere and orbiting satellites. 
  This interference with Nature has been thru the use of HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral 
Research Program). 
Its present U.S. weather modification is to intensify the occurrence of high pressure domes over the 
Western U.S. Great Basin region. This diverts or stops the occurrence of the natural Pacific 
Northwest winter storm pattern. This high frequency antenna array could be used in an opposite 
manner. Direct these artificial high pressure domes to regional areas getting to wet. Not a simple 
matter, but doable if the study involves; careful experimentation with data measuring and continued 
in a stewardship manner. These HAARP  facilities exits in at least 3 sites in the Northern Hemisphere, 
so the global reach to alter the imbalance of World climate could be Geo-Engineered for mans 
benefit rather than its current dark use or weaponization. If this REAL occurrence of Geoengineering 
is not believable to those who read my message, then research the many patents, companies for 
profit that are involved with this present activity. Another source to enlighten one in this field, would 
be to research Jim Lee of  climateviewer.com and  weathermodificationhistory.com  
  Another factor of “Climate Change” that isn't in the conversation, is what happens when the Earth 
goes through a polarity reversal. Which has happened at least twice in Earths geological history. 
When this happens the Earth's “Coriolis effect” will reverse as the magnetic poles reverse. This would 
result in a change in the jet streams flow direction, thus affecting the planets very important 
“atmospheric rivers”. 
  There are HAARP sites in the Southern Hemisphere as well. All these weather modification facilities 
have global reach and could be the reason for droughts in Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Sudan. Uganda, 
Afghanistan, China, India, Iran and Morocco. South Africa has been experiencing a water shortage 
since 2015. Australia has just ended its 5 year drought after a wet 2021.  
  One final comment about receiving precipitation; how it is delivered is also of importance. If it 
occurs in warm and torrential rains/hail and so on, it can be negative. If delivered in a more gentile 
and usable way as in Winter light rains & snow, that's more useful in the long run. WARM and wet 
can equal violent weather. 
 
For more information see wrn.solutions.  There's an established resistance to bring the appropriate changes about. 
Unfortunately it will take many hours of volunteer work and money for this technology input. WrnS (Wildfire Research 
Network SOLUTIONS) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit Institution for PUBLIC BENIFIT thru science and education. 

http://climateviewer.com/
http://weathermodificationhistory.com/
https://wrn.solutions/

